I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

The number of patients suffering from voiding dysfunction is common among aged population in male. Preservation of comfortable urination together with continence is a mainstay of a fair quality of life (QOL). Conventionally, voiding function is evaluated by various methods. Scoring symptoms is simple and widely adopted to estimate subjective seriousness. The urodynamics study (UDS) provides physiological estimation of lower urinary tract function, however, requires transurethral insertion of a catheter into the bladder to infuse isotonic water and to measure the intraluminal pressure of the bladder and rectum. The assessment of the volume of residual urine (RU) and excreted urine also has been accepted in clinical practice, and provides objective parameters of patients\' voiding function. However, urination is integration of the neurologic reflexes, motion of smooth muscles of the lower urinary tracts, and hydraulic effects of non-turbulent urine flow in the urethra that UDS cannot cover with sufficient accuracy.

The shape deformation of the prostatic urethra is a potent factor contributing to voiding dysfunction. Benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) [@ref1], [@ref2] and bladder outlet obstruction (BOO) are known as the major causes of voiding dysfunction, where alteration of the intraluminal shape and/or elasticity is observed in the prostatic urethra. However, there have been sparse attempts to clarify the relationship between the change in shape of the luminal cavity of the prostatic urethra and the urinary flow by mathematical model [@ref3], despite the knowledge that relaxation of smooth muscle of the urethra or surgical dilation improves the urine stream. Thus, there is a lack of methods for estimating the urine flow in the urethra, which makes formulating therapeutic strategies difficult and their outcome somewhat uncertain. To improve treatment outcome and to offer methods to select an optimal therapy in each patient, detailed understanding of the alteration in shape of the prostatic urethra and intraluminal behavior of urine is essential.

The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was considered as a possible way to predict intra-urethral flow behavior, and reconstruction of the prostatic urethra is a critical issue. Imaging modalities such as computerized tomography (CT) [@ref4], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [@ref5], [@ref6] and ultrasonography [@ref7], [@ref8] seem to be inadequate to extract sufficient three-dimensional (3D) information of the intraluminal cavity of the prostatic urethra accurately enough to calculate the flow dynamics of urine. Besides, image acquisition using CT or MRI is not practical because of extra-ordinal voiding condition for the patients and limitations of time- and spatial-resolution of the apparatuses. In contrast, endoscopy could be a useful method for precisely constructing the 3D shape of the prostatic urethra [@ref9]--[@ref10][@ref11]. During cystourethroscopy, the urinary tract is filled with irrigant set at a pressure of 80 cm $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$, which opens and cleans the prostatic urethra and the bladder, enabling optimal observation of the tract with reproducibility.

In a previous study, we introduced a method to generate panoramic images and 3D models with texture information of the intraluminal surface of tubular organs using conventional single-lens endoscopic imagery, and tested it on two types of dummy model with an endoscope fixed on the linear stage [@ref12]. Because endoscopic imagery fails to cover multi-angle and wide-range observation when inserted in narrow spaces, panoramic or virtual 3D images would intuitively depict comprehensive structures of organs. The shape of the constructed model and the ratio of the height of the bump set in the pipe was confirmed to be comparable to the actual height [@ref12]. In addition, the resolving power to depict anatomical features in a luminal organ of the method was validated using a porcine colon by comparing the constructed model with the resected organ [@ref12]. The reproducibility of the panoramic image with different video sources from the same subject was validated in another short report [@ref13].

In this paper, we applied modeling of the intraluminal surface of a tubular organ to the solid model construction of the expanded urethra at approximately the maximum flow rate for CFD analysis, which visualizes fluid behavior through the urethra, to analyze the physical properties of voiding dysfunction. The idea originated from experimental [@ref14], [@ref15] and computational analyses [@ref16]--[@ref17][@ref18] of urine flow dynamics through the urethra of patients with BPH and BOO, which suggested the diffuser-like shape in the urethra generated by the obstruction would cause large vortex flow in the urethra and fluid energy loss. Though the method [@ref12] generates the relative size and shape of the luminal organ from the endoscopic video, the CFD using the constructed model may indicate the local urine behavior that cause abnormal fluid energy loss in individual patient.

In [Section II](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we describe a method to construct a 3D model of the prostatic urethra from an endoscopic video, using the cystourethroscope as the scanner. The urine flow through the prostatic urethra was subsequently visualized and analyzed the efficiency of urine transportation in the urethra. Finally, 22 cystourethroscopic videos recorded during clinical practice, under approval of the local ethics committee and with informed consent of patients, were processed with the proposed method and the relationships between and differences from conventional UDS data were discussed.

II.. Methods and Procedures {#sec2}
===========================

To extract continuous surface information of color and shape, the conventional cystourethroscope was withdrawn from the bladder outlet through the prostatic urethra to the external urethral sphincter under constant pressure of irrigant at a constant velocity, angle and axis [@ref10] for approximately 10 seconds. The video images from the cystourethroscope were recorded during the scanning movement and were captured in VGA resolution. Cystourethroscope motion has two degrees of freedom; longitudinal and rotational. Compared to other tubular organs, such as the colon, the shape of the prostatic urethra is narrow and rather smooth, which would avoid the optical occlusion during the scanning. The procedure consisted of three steps. In the first step, the recorded images were made into a panoramic image [@ref10]. In the second step, modeling methods were used to calculate the shape of the intraluminal urethra based on luminance values [@ref12]. In the last step, a CFD method [@ref16], [@ref17], [@ref19], [@ref20] was used to simulate the streamline of the virtual urine flow and the fluid energy transition along the urinary tract.

A.. Modeling of Intraluminal Surface of Urethra Using Endoscopic Imagery {#sec2a}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The shape modeling method used to obtain the urethral surface shape for the urine flow analysis is a luminance-based shape extraction method specialized for the narrow spaces encountered during endoscopy [@ref10], [@ref12]. This method provides simultaneous observation of the shape and color of the intraluminal tissue. The first step is capturing texture information of the intraluminal surface of recorded tissue along the trajectory of the endoscope. The method of generating the panoramic image for endoscopic images of the luminal tissue proposed by Igarashi *et al.* [@ref10] was used.

In brief, an opened panoramic image was generated by using the cystourethroscope as a scanner of the luminal object following the endoscopic movement. At first, a circle was depicted on a video frame by the operator to determine the center axis and radius of the scanning line for generating the panoramic image ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The relationship between the pixels in a video stream and those of a panoramic image can be described as, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ are the selected center point and radius of the selected circle for scanning. Fig. 1.Schematic showing processing of the 3D model of the urinary tract. Closed and opened triangles and arrow indicate the bladder outlet, verumontanum and protruded prostate respectively, which are the remarkable anatomical features of urethra. (Left: sagittal cross section; Right: coronal cross section of a constructed model).

In endoscopy, the intraluminal cavity of the prostatic urethra was expanded by the endoscope itself and the expansion was reduced just after withdrawal, and balanced with dynamic pressure of the irrigant.

Here, we assumed the endoscopic optical environment; 1: a single point light source with a coaxial image sensor, 2: uniform reflection characteristics in the individual urethral tissue, and 3: lambertian reflection surface. In addition, though the endoscope tend to have strong optical distortions, since the center point of the scanning circle was placed at the optical axis of the endoscope and pixels on the circle were retrieved for the processing, the distortion effect was negligible under the radical distortion model. Then, the relative distance between tip of the endoscope and a point of a urethra was described with the inverse-square law of luminance as, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For each pixel in a panoramic image, we applied [(4)](#deqn4-5){ref-type="disp-formula"} to calculate the relative distance between a point and the optical axis. Finally, the shape of the tubular tissue was constructed by connecting points $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$, between bladder outlet and verumontanum, had not been reported in English literature. Then, the value was estimated to be between 25 and 40 mm using MRI images of nine BPH patients who required transurethral resection of the prostate because of enlarged prostate size and severe voiding symptom. Though we did not measure the length of the prostatic urethra in the present study, we set the length at 25 mm, a shortest length in the patients with such a severe symptom, considering the patients had moderate symptom and enlargement of prostate size managed without surgery.

Since luminal shape of major region of the prostatic urethra is rather ellipsoidal, the coefficient for depth coordinate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Moreover, the panoramic image was placed over the corresponding location on the model to provide simultaneous shape--color observation from multiple angles ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Originally, these methods [@ref10], [@ref12] were developed to overcome the drawbacks of endoscopic vision, such as the narrow range of view and lack of depth cue. While medical 3D imaging modalities such as CT and MRI have progressed in spatial resolution and are able to detect lesions in the body precisely, endoscopy would provide more detailed information on the intraluminal properties of the organ shown as the real color and texture of the surface, including microvasculature patterns and bleeding lesions. The opened panoramic image visualizes a wider range along the direction of endoscopic movement in the region of surface of the organ. In addition, the 3D luminal model depicts the texture information on an extracted shape model, supporting comprehension of the anatomical information.

B.. CFD of Internal Urine Flow {#sec2b}
------------------------------

The tubular organ modeling depicts the 3D surface model of the prostatic urethra. Because the parts of the urethra distal to the external urethral sphincter can be regarded as a simple pipe, determining the hydraulic dynamics between the bladder side and the external urethral sphincter is essential for representing the efficiency of the urethra to transport urine. Detrusor contractility affects urine flow dynamics; however, the structural and material properties of the urethra, and how the urethra expands according to the detrusor pressure, are still challenging issues. Seeing the intraluminal space of the urethra during cystourethroscopy is dilated by equivalent normal detrusor pressure at the voiding condition with irrigant, we regarded the model processed using the method in the previous section simulates the intraluminal shape at the maximum flow rate. A rigid body and non-time-dependent fluid behavior was assumed for the fluid dynamics calculation.

The range of the original panoramic image depends on the optionally selected start and end frame, usually between the intra-bladder and distal end of the verumontanum. The width of the panoramic image depends on the velocity of the endoscope. To compare the transportation efficiency around administration of the urethral smooth muscle relaxant, a pair of panoramic images of the same patient was trimmed by setting the bladder outlet at the left side of the image and verumontanum at the right side. The left side of the trimmed image was set as the origin of the z coordinate in the modeling space. Then, all models were aligned as 25 mm in length and 4 mm in maximum radius following equation from [(4)](#deqn4-5){ref-type="disp-formula"} through [(7)](#deqn6-7){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and provided constant values.

SolidWorks® Flow Simulation (Dassault Systems SolidWorks Corp.) was used for the CFD calculation and pre- and post-processing [@ref19]. The calculation space was spatially discretized by the cut-cell method [@ref19] with an adaptive refinement algorithm. The refinement level was determined in our previous study and set to sufficient precision for the calculation. The density and viscosity of the urine was assumed to be identical to that of water at 37$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As aforementioned, to identify the effect of fluid energy loss caused by the shape of the urethra, the solid region was defined as rigid, and urine flow was considered constant. As the common boundary condition, boundaries between the urethral wall and fluid region were set to non-slip conditions. For the inlet condition, the total pressure was set to 104,267 Pa, following the intra-detrusor pressure at maximum urine flow during micturition of healthy people, while the outlet was exposed to atmospheric pressure, 101,325 Pa. These settings of CFD followed those of our previous reports and the simulated flow under the settings was confirmed to represent qualitatively the fluid energy loss concerning the shape of the prostatic urethra [@ref16], [@ref17], [@ref22].

After the computation, as the values representing efficiency of urine transition through the model, we calculated total pressure loss between the inlet and outlet boundary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In addition, to compare the alteration of transportation efficiency before and after alpha-1 adrenoceptor antagonists (alpha-1 blocker) administration, the pressure loss improvement ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$ where "beforeTx" and "afterTx" indicate before and after alpha-1 blocker administration, respectively. Alpha-1 blocker is a "platinum" standard and widely used for patients with urethral stricture and voiding dysfunction for relaxing the smooth muscles of the urethra. In other words, it facilitate passive deformation of the urethra from urine flow pressure provided by detrusor contraction and abdominal pressure. Therefore, after the drug has acted, the shape of the urethral wall during irrigation became smoother comparing to that before administration, and the effect would decrease shape loss of the total pressure and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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C.. Statistics {#sec2c}
--------------

Statistical analysis was performed using Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare means of two groups. To compute relationship between two parameters, Spearman\'s rank-order correlation coefficient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ and p-value to test for non-correlation were used. JMP® ver.7.0.1 software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, U.S.A.) was used for calculation. Difference between two groups was considered significant when p value was less than 0.05.

III.. Experiments and Results {#sec3}
=============================

To examine the validity of the proposed method, cystourethroscopic videos recorded in clinical practice were processed. Sixteen pairs of cystourethroscopic videos were obtained before and four weeks after administration of alpha-1 blocker from 16 patients with BPH.

Eight pairs of cystourethroscopy were performed with a flexible video endoscope (CYF-VA2, Olympus Corp., Japan), and the other pairs were performed with a rigid scope (A2201A, Olympus Corp., Japan). The outer diameter of the scope was 16 Fr (5.3 mm), which means the morphological expansion of the urethra was driven by irrigation water pressure rather than the endoscope itself. Results of urine flow analysis were compared with parameters of voiding function obtained by conventional clinical examinations.

The 32 cystourethroscopic videos were recorded as an uncompressed AVI file with VGA resolution and processed into panoramic images using the method described in [Section II-A](#sec2a){ref-type="sec"}. Endoscope was operated manually by two skillful urologists after training for stable withdrawal maneuver. Hence, withdrawal velocity and axis of the movement of cystourethroscope included unavoidable perturbation. Stability of all cystourethroscopic videos were reviewed in terms of perimeter of the urethra are recorded and absence of stopped point in the video stream. Streams that are not satisfactory to the review were rejected before processing. Variance of water pressure around 20 cm $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ may be also included following fall of water level of irrigant placed at 80 cm height from the urethral outlet. Seeing the scope withdrawing time was 10 seconds, the change of water pressure could be considered as minimal. Ten videos from five subjects were not suitable for generating panoramic images for the CFD analysis due to severe hypertrophy of the prostate or the presence of obstacles in the images, such as air bubbles or opaque liquid. Therefore, 11 pairs of cystourethroscopic videos were used for modeling the urethral shape and CFD analysis. To adjust the length of the 3D intra-urethral model in each pair of video files before and after alpha-1 blocker administration, panoramic images was processed and landmarks at the bladder outlet and verumontanum was overlaid in each pair of the image. Before the CFD calculation, the generated 3D model was processed two times using a 5$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$5 moving-average filter for removing outliers and smoothing rough shapes caused by non-uniform blood vessel distribution. To follow the turbulent flow in the prostatic urethral model, the outlet side of the model for calculation was extended with the same cross-sectional shape. Preprocessing settings and boundary conditions were identical to those described in [Section II-B](#sec2b){ref-type="sec"}.

After the CFD calculation, the streamline of each urine flow was visualized ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Turbulent flow and low flow velocity regions were observed in cases before alpha-1 blocker administration, while after administration, the turbulence were eliminated or reduced due to expansion of the urethra by smooth muscle relaxation. Turbulent flow was generated after the prostate obstruction, incrementing energy loss of urinary flow. Fig. 2.Visualization of simulated urine flow by the proposed method. Left: before; Right: after administration of an alpha-1 blocker. a: cystourethroscopic image; b: opened panoramic image; c: 3D urethral model; d: simulated streamline (with velocity color map) and contour of total pressure at inlet and outlet of the model. The flow direction is rightward of each figure. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ of two models were 310.9 Pa (before Tx.) and 241.3 Pa (after Tx.), respectively, and PLIR was 0.22.

To evaluate the calculated parameters from the proposed method for clinical application, the pressure transition from the calculated values and indices from conventional clinical examinations were compared. Among conventional parameters of voiding function, prostate volume $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Besides, correlations among conventional and proposed indices were tested. Among the conventional indices, relationship was observed between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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IV.. Discussion {#sec4}
===============

There are currently various therapeutic modalities for managing voiding dysfunction. However, selecting the optimal method largely depends on a doctor\'s experience, except in patients with urinary retention [@ref23], and therapeutic outcome often is difficult to foresee. The guidelines for male lower urinary tract symptoms published by the European Association of Urology in 2012 [@ref24] recommend four types of alpha-1 blocker. Each type of blocker effects different subtypes of the alpha-1 adrenoceptor, and each subtype distributes differently in the urethral tissue [@ref25]. Thus, alpha-1 blockers have different characteristics that affect dilation of the urinary tract during voiding. Complete resection of prostatic adenoma yields fair improvement of voiding function at the expense of deterioration of sexual function [@ref26]--[@ref27][@ref28]. These problems are attributable to poor attention paid to the shape of the urethra in each patient for designing the optimal treatment.

It is intriguing to shed light on the fluid dynamics aspect of urine flow, where lower urinary tract symptoms are attributable to loss of hydraulic energy of the urine stream during passage through the urethra. Tojo *et al.* [@ref14] and Yamanishi *et al.* [@ref15] reported that the hydraulic energy loss of the urine flow in the urethra of patients with BPH is significantly larger than those without voiding dysfunction. Sakuyama *et al.* [@ref17], [@ref20] and Kambara *et al.* [@ref16], [@ref22] designed multiple urinary tract models representing BPH, BOO and other possible changes with lower urinary tract symptoms, and indicated that the pressure loss was caused at narrow points followed by substantial dilation in the urethra by generating vortices of urine flow.

In this study, we made attempt to evaluate the efficiency of the urine transport in the prostatic urethra by computing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. In 2007, Shafik *et al.* reported interesting experiment that exertion of the urethral pressure at the external urethral sphincter provoked bladder contraction, suggesting pressure at this site facilitate voiding reflex [@ref29]. The present study showed data compatible to the report that improved pressure at the distal part of the prostatic urethra would boost continuation of the voiding reflex, resulting in reduction of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since administration of alpha-1 blockers do not affect $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ around alpha-1 blocker administration is affected by the hydraulic energy loss in accordance with the alteration in the shape of the urethra. Therefore, the calculated fluid pressure transitions through the urethral model by the proposed method could estimate the ability of the prostatic urethra in transporting urine in individual patients.

As one of limitations of the proposed model construction, the algorithm of modeling could not reproduce the slight curvature of the prostatic urethra accurately by regarding the tubular axis as straight. As a result, the present study failed to calculate the possible curvature loss. Similarly, we used the same constants for maximum and minimum diameter and length of the urethral models for all subject. Calculating these parameters individually for each patients would afford to reproduce accurate shape of the prostatic urethra, and depict pressure distribution in the urethra more precisely. To overcome these problems, integration with tracking the position and posture of the tip of endoscope would be an essential solution. In addition, as we mentioned in [Section I](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}, the modeling assumption would include depth distortion. Consequently, the reproducibility of the luminal shape would decrease when the actual shape was far from perfect cylinder, such as triangular shape at bladder outlet, and further study is mandatory in this respect. Besides, method of fluid dynamic computation used non-deformed model with steady flow, which is quite different from normal micturition that urethra expands by dynamic pressure of the unsteady urine flow. To reproduce approximately normal micturition, research using coupled analysis has been preparing to compare the data of present study. Since the proposed method is aimed for clinical application with timeliness, the results of the research would compensate the present method.

Comprehending the entire shape of the prostatic urethra and the behavior of urine flow through the tract with a sequence of cystourethroscopic images recorded with an optimal angle of view and depth cue served as a useful tool for calculating the intraluminal urine flow. Further, the visualization of urine flow in the prostatic urethra could indicate the location of possible lesions causing a loss of redundant fluid energy by depicting turbulence of flow, and would be a useful guide for determining optimal, less invasive pharmaceutical and surgical therapies. Thus, cystourethroscopy together with image processing would provide novel parameters to evaluate the expected effect of multiple types of drugs, and therapeutic modalities, such as resecting the urethral tissue lesions responsible for voiding dysfunction to dilate the urinary tract physically, by showing the expected deformation of the urethra after therapy.

To date, the treatment for voiding dysfunction is clinically evaluated by indirect parameters, such as observing changes in subjective scoring, as in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ and UDS at the outlet of the urethra. However, subjective scoring tends to be contingent on patients\' characteristics, such as the baseline of the voiding quality and disease duration, while objective scoring may not reproduce patients\' daily performance due to the unusual examination environment. In cases of the present study, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ was very weak. The proposed indices revealed similar tendency of relationship and seemed to be better indicator for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ would be another indicator for improvement of the symptoms of patients with BPH, comparable to the conventional parameters. Compared with conventional examinations for voiding dysfunction, the proposed method requires a sequence of cystourethroscopic images, which is already acquired in the routine clinical test, and supplies direct observation of urethral tissue while avoiding effects of physiological and psychological stress on the patient. The method would provide indices that represent urethral resistance to urine flow and therapeutic effects from an endoscopic video stream; however, a study with data from a large number of patients would be required to confirm the clinical validity. In the future, simulated urine flow behavior and dynamics with a personal urethral model will support personalized medication and treatment planning for patients with voiding dysfunction.

V.. Conclusions {#sec5}
===============

Using cystourethroscopic images of voiding dysfunction, urethral tissue modeling and determining the urethral shape to estimate efficiency of urine flow transportation in the prostatic urethra was proposed. Observation of shape and texture of the luminal organ and urine fluid dynamics such as pressure transition and streamline could be obtained using the proposed method, a prostatic urethral model with simulations, for evaluating voiding dysfunction.

The proposed method can provide detailed information on determining critical lesions to reduce the urine flow energy and urine flow behavior around the lesion with a 3D personalized urethral model, which will further support effective drug selection and help determine the most effective location and extent of resection in surgical planning, with the eventual goal of personalized medicine.
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